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the common schools, and that the teachers were poorly
trained and supervision was neglected.
Barnard at once urged many reforms, and in his annual
reports and in his Connecticut Common School Journal made
suggestions for a complete plan of public support and
control. While more a scholar and literary man than an
educational statesman like Mann, he succeeded in getting
the legislature to enact a permissive district tax and a
general revision and codification of the school laws, and in
arousing several towns to amend their educational plans.
Although the fundamental difficulty of the "school socie-
ties" could not be touched and seems to have been avoided
in all his discussions, he forced the conservatives to throw
off the mask of indifference and meet him in open opposi-
tion. Within four years they managed to legislate him
out of office and endeavored to undo most of his
reforms.
This dismissal gave Barnard an opportunity to pursue
his favorite investigations, and for about a year and a half
he was engaged in collecting material for a history of
education in the United States. Then he was persuaded
by the governor of Rhode Island to become ths first Com-
missioner of Common Schools for that state. While
Rhode Island had started a state school fund and a system
- of education in 1828 (see p. 270) and offered a better edu-
cational sentiment and less opposition than Connecticut,
both material and educational conditions in its individ-
ualistic schools were found by Barnard to be a serious
handicap. But, through his assemblages of teachers and
parents and his educational treatises, he soon began to
convince the people of the unwisdom of district organ-
ization, untrained teachers, short terms, irregular attend-
ance, poor buildings and ventilation, and meager equip-

